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“By mixing sewed shreds of fabrics with burnt rubber their art reveals an archaic tribal
work where only the fundamental is highlighted.”
(Martine Petrelluzzi, author, 2020)

« Water doesn’t cry, it sings. »
(Ibrahim al-Koni)

KRM SAHARA - The Spirit of the Desert.
Presentation.

I.

Born of sand, born of the sea - a story, a work, a proposal.

Un artistic universe bringing together textile works, sculptures and photographs, all
created in Tarfaya. Presentation of elements - description & catalogue.
*

The memory of Tarfaya (photographs)

*

The "Forgotten of the Sea" (photographs)

*

KRM Djinn (textile works and sculptures)

*

KRM Khaima (textile works)

II.

KRM - Geza and Chérif Zerdoumi

Artistic career of the French-German artist-author duo Chérif & Geza Zerdoumi (KRM)
from 2002 - 2020. Concept and founding events.
*

From Berlin to Tarfaya, Patricia Tardy (2019)

*

Significant exhibitions / Vitae 2002 - 2020

*

Being on the Wall - Beings on the Wall Berlin - KRM :
Essay by Patricia Tardy (2020), Matisse Museum, Cateau-Cambrésis, France

Geza & Chérif Zerdoumi - KRM. Tarfaya 2019

Who are we?
We are Chérif and Geza Zerdoumi (KRM), and since 2002 we are a French-German
artist-author duo. We live in Tarfaya, which we discovered 14 years ago during an
initiatory trip to southern Morocco.
The world of the nomads and the life with the women and men of the desert became for
us the source of a very strong and great inspiration. This is how "The spirit of the desert
KRM" was born. This Saharan KRM concept is a continuation of our artistic painting
concept, which is well known in the West under the name of "The Spirit of the KRM Wall".
Since 2016 and for our great happiness, this new creative impulse "Saharan" found its
place quite naturally and successfully, in the world of art on an international level.
The "artist in residence" ...
The artist in residence is nourished by the culture and environment of the place where he
or she is staying, with the aim of synthesising and then transforming his or her feelings
and experienced discoveries into art.
The exhibition we propose could be considered as a multidimensional work of an artist in
residence; with the difference that we do not create under this formal or institutional
framework, but we create naturally, spontaneously. Having lived in Tarfaya for 14 years
(where we spend the winter months), the life and culture of the women and men of the
desert and the sea have marked and taught us; just as the environment and the nature of
the place impregnate and challenge us artistically.
We invite you to discover what we have seen, felt, understood ... and then transformed
into a work of art in multiple media: textile, sculpture and photography.
Do you know ... ?
•

One of our textile works "Khaima" (bearing the name Fantom) has entered the
collection of the Matisse Museum in Cateau-Cambresis, France.

•

Our KRM Sahara works are also exhibited by the Galerie Blanc sur Noir, Marrakech,
since its participation at the International Contemporary African Art Fair 1-54, 2020

•

A retrospective exhibition KRM 2002 - 2020: From Berlin to Tarfaya, presented "the
spirit of the desert" (at CAC & CAP in France).

•

Our desert creations are presented in France, Belgium and Italy.

At the moment we are preparing textile works for various exhibitions in Europe, Chile and
Kuwait.

La mémoire de Tarfaya, photography

Nove, textile - sculpture, 166 cm x 48 cm

I.

Born of sand, born of the sea - a story, a work, a proposal.
An artistic universe composed of textile works, sculpture and photographs,

created in Tarfaya. Presentation of elements of the works - catalogue and description.

The memory of Tarfaya - 2007 - 2017 (photographs)
The "Forgotten of the Sea" (photographs)
KRM Djinn (textiles and sculptures)
KRM Khaima (textile works)

https://geza-cherif.com/krm-sahara/

THE MEMORY OF TARFAYA
Photography.
Both a photographic documentation and a ten-year testimony: The portraits made by
photographs of Tarfaya and its inhabitants cover a period from 2007 to 2017.
Tarfaya has become the capital of the province and we bear witness to this.
For a decade we have witnessed and documented this metamorphosis ... the
construction, evolution and transformation of the former Cap Juby into a modernised city.
We hold in our hands today a culturally historic archive. This archive is the "memory of
Tarfaya and its inhabitants" - a photo library from 2007 to 2017.
Through this "photographic" exhibition, we inform in images the transformation of the
city of Tarfaya, we bring the vision of a bygone era, we pay homage and we bear witness.

Le chineur, KRM photography, Tarfaya 2009

Ruelle, KRM photography, Tarfaya 2011

THE FORGOTTEN OF THE SEA
Photography.
A photographic series: Over the years, along the ocean shore, we have observed and
photographed these rocks and reefs lying there, on the sand, at the water's edge.
Sculpted by erosion, these rocks call out to us in their painful expression. We see in them
the pains and torments that would be those of the incarnation of a suffering soul. We call
them the "forgotten of the sea".

Le crie, forgotten of the sea, KRM photography, 20221

Djinn, 35 cm x 8 cm x 3 cm
Detail of Djinn Serrah, 130 x 27 cm
textile - sculpture

KRM, the Djinns and the Khaïmas
These are the Djïnns, these are the Khaïmas. They are the culture adopted by Cherif and
Geza, when 13 years ago, they married the Moroccan Sahara desert.
Cherif and Geza are artists seeking traces. First, the traces on the walls that they will make
their artistic concept by recreating imaginary walls.
Then, at the time of the the pandemic lockdown at their home in Tarfaya. They turn their
art concept to being an art of living : far from everything and deprived of any excess or
anything superfluous.
They‘ve restricted their way of life to exploring the wilderness and mineral nature of the
desert and they‘ve endorsed the power of the ocean. That was their essential of life.
Being aesthetes, always driven by a vibration that invades their creative space, they‘ve
discovered a new art of traces that is abandoned by man in the desert.
By mixing sewed shreds of fabrics with burnt rubber their art reveals an archaic tribal work
where only the fundamental is highlighted.
Geza transcends the Khaïmas, these tissue shreds of the formal Berber tents, by giving
birth to a work where abstract energizes the overall space. Her strong desire and search
for absolute intensity excludes all obedience to any artistic criteria.
Cherif on his way, gives shape and burns and sculpts powerful and bewitching sculptures
taken from plastic and rubber material that he will by no means try to conceal at all.
Djinns and Khaïmas connect and complement each other.
Erected as apparitions in the textile work sewn by Geza, the Djinns of Chérif reveal the
savage and the visceral power of the mysterious forces of life. The Djinns embrace the
wanderings, the appearances and the anger of the world. Their faces have no precise
contours, they are souls.
That’s how Cherif and Geza just can’t help it. They transform everything they touch.
Martine Petrelluzzi, author - 2020

KRM DJINN
It is in the desert sand where we find our inspiration and the raw material for our
creations. We look for old tents, Khaïmas, used, scraps of fabric abandoned by nomads as
well as plastic. Then, in the workshop, with four hands, we create our Djinns of the desert;
sculpture-figures, spirits of the Sahara, by shaping the melted plastic and sewing the
textiles, the shreds of fabric.

Djinn Serrah, 130 cm x 27 cm
textile - sculpture

KRM KHAIMA
In the continuity of the "spirit of the wall", was born the expression on the canvas of
Khaïmas: the creation of artistic textiles from the fabrics of the tents of the nomads of the
Sahara. Cut into pieces, these Khaïmas fabrics become the raw material and support for
our paintings.

Chehed, 192 cm x 150 cm, textile Khaïma
(privat collection, Belgium)

KRM photography, Museum Matisse, France, 2020 - 2021

II.

KRM - Geza and Chérif Zerdoumi

Artistic career of the French-German artist-author duo Chérif & Geza Zerdoumi (KRM)
from 2002 - 2020.

Concept and founding events.
From Berlin to Tarfaya, Patricia Tardy (2019)
Significant exhibitions / Vitae 2002 - 2020
Being on the Wall - Beings on the Wall Berlin - KRM :
Essay by Patricia Tardy (2020), Matisse Museum, Cateau-Cambrésis, France

!
https://geza-cherif.com

Khaïma - textile work, Museum Matisse, France, 2020 - 2021

From Berlin to Tarfaya
There are defining places for each of us.
For Geza and Chérif, Berlin is certainly the place where they met and where KRM was
born, at the foot of a wall that was fragmenting and a mode of expression that was being
emancipated outside the walls. From this experience, the Spirit of the Wall was born, a
concept that focuses on the essence rather than the formal aspect of this street art.
Tarfaya is for these contextual artists another decisive place, much more improbable.
Here, walls do not separate but connect individuals who take "immaterial" routes,
travellers, aviators, fishermen, nomads... Tarfaya is a crossroads between people, the sky,
the ocean and the desert. And it is precisely the latter, without walls or images, and the
khaima, tent and symbol of Saharan nomadic societies, that will become the space and
the material of this anonymous impulse deconstructing and reconstructing reality and the
imaginary.
With the inner linings of tent fragments reassembled in patchwork, sometimes
"embroidered" with geometric or abstract motifs, the word moves inside the wall,
changes space in one and the same significant material, fluid and mobile, support and
medium, the thread that traces, warps, wefts, knots and unties the skein of time.
What are KRM's imaginary tents, if not the result of a reflex in interaction with the
environment, the cultural and societal milieu, its codes of symbolic and abstract
representation?
Real and imaginary, symbols of nomadic culture, they are also mysterious maps, abstract
territories, territories of the intimate, the weft of memory and time, of what is no longer
and what is.
And underneath the wear and tear, the fragmentation, the patching, the thread like the
word resists, reinvents itself to link people and worlds.
Patricia Tardy, art writer, 2020

VITAE

Significant Exhibitions 2002 - 2020.

KRM Kunst Zentrum & Exhibitions outside the walls (Extract)
2002 Mauerfreske 60m2, Berlin Wall, Germany
2003 Mauerfreske 300m2, KulturBauerei und Mauerpark Berlin, Germany
2003 Théâtre Municipale, Castres, France
2005 Potsdamer Landtag (Potsdam Parliament), Potsdam, Germany
2006 Centre d'Art Contemporain Abbaye de Beaulieu, France
2007 Centre d'Art Contemporain Cent Mètres du Centre du Monde, Perpignan, France
2009 Centre d'Art Contemporain Anger, France
2009 Couvent des Minimes, Perpignan, France
2009 ROLAND GARROS, Paris, France
2009 Gnali Arte Verolanuova, Brescia, Italy
2012 Royal Castle of Collioure, Perpignan, France
2013 Palace of the Kings of Majorca, Perpignan, France
2013 Cremona City Hall & PANCALDI, Rome, Italy
2014 Institut du Monde Arabe & Maison de L'UNESCO, Paris, France
2014 Algerian Cultural Centre (CCA), Paris, France
2018 Visa Off pour image - 30 years of photo journalism. Perpignan, France
2020 Centre d'Art Contemporain Walter Benjamin, Perpignan, France
KRM ART FAIRS (Extract)
2009 DRAGO arte contemporeana, Palermo, Italy
2015 THE OTHERS. International Art Fair at Le Nuove - former prison, Turin, Italy
2015 ST.ART, Foire Européenne d'Art Contemporain, Strasbourg, France
2016 Art up! Contemporary Art Fair, Rouen, France, 2016 Lille Art Fair, France
2016 Lille Art Fair, France
2017 AD Intérieur Paris (Suduca & Merillou), Hôtel de la Monnaie de Paris, France
2018 YIA FIAC off. International Contemporary Art Fair, Paris, France 2018
2018 Biennale di Viterbo, Palazzo dei Papi, Viterbo, Italy, 2018
2018 Art The Hague, Contemporary Art Fair, Den Haag, Holland
2018 Schone unst Art Fair, Berchem, Belgium
2020 Contemporary African Art Fair 1-54, Marrakech, Morocco

KRM Khaïma, Sahara Textile Work
2017 BERBERES. KRM - Pierre RIBA, Castang-Art-Project, Perpignan, France
2018 Schone Kunst Art Fair, Berchem, Belgium
2018 La mémoire de Tarfaya, Castang-Art-Project, Perpignan, France
2018 YIA FIAC off, International Contemporary ArtFair, by CAP solo show, Paris, France
2018 Galerie Saint-Jacques, Toulouse, France
2020 From Berlin to Tarfaya, KRM spirit of the wall & Sahara textile work - photographs
Centre d'Art Contemporain Walter Benjamin & Castang-Art-Project, Perpignan
2020 Galerie DX, Bordeaux, France
2020 Biennale 1/54, African Contemporary Art Fair, solo show, Marrakech, Morocco
2020 - 2021 Matisse Museum, Cateau-Cambresis, France

🌹🌹🌹

KRM Museum
2004 Musée Jean Jaurès & Centre National, Castres
2004 Museum Leipzig, Germany
KRM - 15 Years of the Fall of the Berlin Wall
2007 French House Contemporary Art Collection, San Antonio, Texas, USA
2012 Richard Anacréon Museum, Granville, France
2013 Lissone Museum of Contemporary Art, Drago Edizioni : KRM - La Paura, Italy
2014 Espace Art et Liberté, Charenton-le-Pont (Paris), France
2015 Dar Al Athar Al Islamiyyah, Kuwait
2016 Museum Peter Mitterhofer, Parcines, Italy
2017 MAC Musée d'Art Contemporain Montélimar, France
POP ART see more... Jean-Michel Basquiat, KRM, Keith Haring, Andy Warhol...,
2017 Museum Titanic & Andrews Gallery, Belfast Northern Ireland
2020 - 2021 Musée Matisse, Cateau-Cambresis, France

Galerie Castang-Art-Project, Perpignan, France, 2019

Le cerf-volant, Tarfaya 2012
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https://geza-cherif.com

